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Structural Basis of Immune Evasion
at the Site of CD4 Attachment
on HIV-1 gp120
Lei Chen,1* Young Do Kwon,1* Tongqing Zhou,1* Xueling Wu,1 Sijy O’Dell,1 Lisa Cavacini,2
Ann J. Hessell,3 Marie Pancera,1 Min Tang,1 Ling Xu,1 Zhi-Yong Yang,1 Mei-Yun Zhang,4
James Arthos,5 Dennis R. Burton,3,6 Dimiter S. Dimitrov,4 Gary J. Nabel,1 Marshall R. Posner,2
Joseph Sodroski,7 Richard Wyatt,1 John R. Mascola,1 Peter D. Kwong1†

The site on HIV-1 gp120 that binds to the CD4 receptor is vulnerable to antibodies. However,
most antibodies that interact with this site cannot neutralize HIV-1. To understand the basis of this
resistance, we determined co-crystal structures for two poorly neutralizing, CD4–binding site
(CD4BS) antibodies, F105 and b13, in complexes with gp120. Both antibodies exhibited approach
angles to gp120 similar to those of CD4 and a rare, broadly neutralizing CD4BS antibody, b12.
Slight differences in recognition, however, resulted in substantial differences in F105- and
b13-bound conformations relative to b12-bound gp120. Modeling and binding experiments
revealed these conformations to be poorly compatible with the viral spike. This incompatibility,
the consequence of slight differences in CD4BS recognition, renders HIV-1 resistant to all but
the most accurately targeted antibodies.

More than 25 years after the discovery
of HIV-1, an effective vaccine remains
elusive. In this time, an estimated 60

million individuals have been infected by HIV-
1, and ~20 million have died (1). Identification
of a site on the HIV-1 gp120 envelope glyco-
protein that is vulnerable to neutralizing anti-
bodies (2), along with the discovery that a major
subpopulation of individuals infected with HIV-1
develops broadly effective antibodies against
this site (3–7), has provided both a vaccine tar-

get and evidence that it is possible to induce
broadly neutralizing antibodies in humans. The
site of vulnerability corresponds to the initial site
of attachment between gp120 on the viral spike
and the CD4 receptor on the host cell. However,
most CD4–binding site (CD4BS) antibodies do
not effectively neutralize HIV-1 (8–10).

The HIV-1 gp120 envelope glycoprotein con-
tains a number of features that help evade hu-
moral immunity, including variable loops (11),
N-linked glycosylation (12, 13), and conforma-

tional flexibility (14). How the initial site of CD4
attachment is protected, however, remains un-
clear. Of the variable loops, only one (V5, the
least variable) is in close proximity, and the site
itself is relatively conserved in sequence. N-linked
glycosylation, meanwhile, surrounds half the site,
though the site itself is free of glycosylation. In
addition, though gp120 is conformationally flexi-
ble, the site of initial CD4 attachment is conforma-
tionally inert. In our experiment, we characterized
neutralization breadth and potency for a panel of
CD4BS antibodies, measured binding to gp120
variants with altered sites of CD4 binding, and
determined co-crystal structures for two of these
antibodies: (i) F105 (15) in complex with a YU2
gp120 core with V3 and (ii) b13 (16) in complex
with an HXBc2 core stabilized to retain the CD4-
bound conformation. The results show in atomic
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detail how the conformational flexibility of gp120
facilitates a decoy strategy that misdirects the hu-
moral immune response.

To guide vaccine development, panels of ref-
erence HIV-1 isolates have recently been defined
(17, 18). Tier 1 viruses are relatively easy to neu-
tralize, whereas those in tier 2 are more difficult,
and neutralization of tier 2 viruses is thought to be a
necessary bar that an effectiveHIV-1 vaccine needs
to surpass. To define the efficacy of CD4BS anti-
bodies against these strains, we tested 10 CD4BS
monoclonal antibodies, including the broadly neu-
tralizing antibody b12 (19–21). Although CD4BS
antibodies could neutralize diverse tier 1 viruses,
except for antibody b12, they were largely in-
effective against tier 2 isolates (table S1) (22).

To understand the inability of most CD4BS
antibodies to neutralize tier 2 viruses, we em-
ployed robotic and variational techniques (23, 24)
to crystallize a CD4BS antibody in complex with
gp120. We assessed more than 10,000 crystalliza-
tions of 11 CD4BS antibody–gp120 complexes,
including four variants of gp120, five CD4BS
antibodies, and two V3-directed antibodies (table

S2). Diffraction data to 2.9 Å resolution were
collected from an R32 crystal of the antigen-
binding fragment (Fab) of antibody F105 in com-
plex with a YU2 gp120 core containing an intact
V3. Structure solution of the two complexes in the
asymmetric unit was accomplished by molecular
replacement (25), and refinement to Rcryst 20.2%
(Rfree 24.3%) defined the F105-gp120 structure,
for all except gp120 residues 302 to 326 and 396
to 411, which correspond to the flexible V3 and
V4 regions, respectively (Fig. 1A, fig. S1, and
table S3).

Overall, F105 binding to gp120 occurred pri-
marily through heavy-chain interactions, which
were similar in many respects to those of CD4.
Instances of precise mimicry were observed, for
example, between Arg100F of F105 and Arg59 of
CD4, both of which make analogous hydrogen
bonds to Asp368 of gp120 (Fig. 1C) (26). The
approach angle of F105 was also comparable to
that of CD4 (fig. S2); the F105-heavy chain
resided 18% more within the CD4 envelope of
approach than that of b12 (27). Moreover, F105
recognized a conformation in gp120 similar to

that induced by CD4 (Fig. 1B); superposition of
the inner and outer domains of core gp120 in
F105 and CD4-bound conformations showed a
root mean square deviation (RMSD) in Ca-
positions of 1.97 Å, only about twice the RMSD
of 0.78 Å between HIV-1 gp120 cores from
strains HXBc2 and YU2, when both are bound to
CD4. One critical part of gp120, however, the
four-stranded “bridging sheet” (Fig. 2), was
considerably altered from the CD4-bound state.
All four strands of the sheet were displaced to
uncover a hydrophobic surface (Fig. 2A), which
served as a focus of F105 binding.

To assess the necessity and generality of
access to this hydrophobic surface for CD4BS
antibodies, we mutationally tethered the loop be-
tween strands b20 and b21 of the bridging sheet
to the a1 helix by creating a disulfide bond be-
tween residues 109 and 428 (28). A monomeric
109-428 disulfide variant was recognized at close
to wild-type levels by CD4 and CD4-induced anti-
bodies, 17b and m6. In contrast, binding was ab-
lated to eight of the CD4BS antibodies, and only
b12 and b13 were able to recognize the 109-428

b13                                b12

b12

b13  

CD4-binding loop

CDR H2

CDR H1

CDR H3

CDR H3
CDR H2

CDR H1

gp120

F105-bound
CD4-bound

CD4

F105

CD4-
binding

loop

gp120

gp120

V1/V2 stem

V1/V2 
stem

β20/21

β20/21

F105
Heavy chain

F105
Light chain

b13
Heavy
chain

b13
Light
chain

A B C

D E F

D368

R59/R100F

Fig. 1. Co-crystal structure of antibodies F105 and b13 in complex with HIV-
1 gp120. (A) Fab F105 in complex with a YU2 gp120 core with intact V3.
Polypeptide chains are depicted in ribbon representation, with F105 in dark
and light blue for heavy and light chain, respectively, and gp120 in red (with
b20/b21 and V1/V2 stem highlighted in green and cyan, respectively). (B) Ca-
backbone traces for F105- and CD4-bound conformations of gp120. The
F105-bound structure corresponds to the core with V3 determined here,
whereas the YU2 structure corresponds to the original core, with V3 truncation
(46). Dashed lines correspond to the disordered V3 (fig. S1) and V4 regions.

(C) Similarities in recognition of Asp368 of gp120 by Arg100F of F105 (blue)
and Arg59 of CD4 (yellow) (47). (D) Fab b13 in complex with an HXBc2 gp120
core restrained to be in the CD4-bound state. Polypeptide chains are depicted
in ribbon representation with b13–heavy chain in purple, light chain in gray,
and gp120 colored as in (A). (E) Ca-backbone traces for heavy chain of anti-
body b12 (green) and antibody b13 (purple) in complexes with gp120 (red)
after gp120-outer domain superposition. (F) Heavy-chain complementarity-
determining regions (CDRs) for b13 (purple) and b12 (green) binding the
CD4-binding loop (red) of gp120.
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variant (tables S4 and S5). The results suggest
that most CD4BS antibodies rely on access to
the hydrophobic surface under the bridging sheet
(29). Such access necessitates movement of
bridging-sheet strands b20 and b21, which abut
the initial site of CD4 attachment, as well as of
the neighboring strands, b2 and b3, from which
the V1/V2 loops emanate. With F105 bound, the
tip of the V1/V2 stem shifts up to 40 Å, with re-
spect to the equivalent region in the CD4-bound
state (fig. S3).

To model the consequences of the F105-
recognized alteration of the bridging sheet in the
context of the oligomeric viral spike, we used the
cryo–electron microscopy (EM) tomograms of
the viral spike from the BaL isolate of HIV-1
(Fig. 2C) (30). In the BaL spike tomograms of
CD4- and b12-bound states, ligand positions
were used to orient placement of gp120 atomic-
level models. We used these atomic-level models

as guides for placement of the F105-bound con-
formation of gp120.Major clashes between equiv-
alent protomers around the trimer threefold were
predicted for expected positions of V1/V2 stem
(Fig. 2C) (31). Although the precise displace-
ment of the bridging sheet probably depends on
antibody particulars, because of the constrained
location of this sheet and especially of the V1/V2
stem and its proximity to neighboring protomers
at the trimer interface, displacement from the
CD4-proximal face of gp120 probably results in
a clash in the oligomeric context. Thus, CD4BS
antibodies that access the hydrophobic region
under the bridging sheet recognize or induce
conformations in gp120 that are poorly compati-
ble with the functional viral spike (32).

Unlike other CD4BS antibodies, antibody b13
showed substantial, though reduced, binding to
the 109-428 variant. In addition, b13, like b12,
was able to recognize an outer domain–only var-

iant of gp120 (tables S4 and S5). To understand
how b13 recognizes both 109-428 and outer
domain–only variants of gp120 (yet still cannot
effectively neutralize HIV-1), we again turned to
crystallography. In light of our difficulty in ob-
taining CD4BS antibody–complex crystals with
unconstrained versions of gp120, we crystallized
the Fab of b13with a 2-disulfide variant of gp120,
which we had previously crystallized with b12
(crystals were also obtained with an outer domain–
only variant, but these were not suitable for anal-
ysis) (2). The crystals formed in two space groups,
C222 and C2221, which diffracted to minimum
Bragg spacings of 2.5 and 3.2 Å, respectively.
We determined the structures of both by molec-
ular replacement and refined to Rcryst values of
17.8 and 19.6% (Rfree values of 23.9 and 23.7%),
respectively (table S3). We describe the higher-
resolution C222 structure, which is depicted in
Fig. 1D.

109C-C428

109C-C428

Q428

I109
Inner

domain

Bridging
sheet

Outer
domain

I109
Q428

A

B

C

CD4-bound F105-bound b12-bound b13-bound

Fig. 2. Epitopes, bound conformations, and trimer modeling. (A) Epitope
hydrophobicity. The surface of gp120 is shown in gray, with hydrophobic
residues highlighted in green. Binding surfaces for CD4, F105, b12, and b13
are outlined in orange. (B) Ligand-bound conformation of gp120. Poly-
peptides of gp120 are depicted in ribbon representation with inner domains
shown in light gray, outer domains in dark gray, and regions that in the CD4-
bound state correspond to the bridging sheet shown in red. Residues 109 and
428 are highlighted in blue and shown in stick representation. (C) Viral spike

compatibility. Density maps derived from the cryo–electron tomography of
HIV-1 BaL isolate spike are shown in gray for CD4 and 17b- and b12-bound
states (first and third from left, respectively), along with optimal fits of
atomic-level models (30). To model F105- and b13-bound forms of gp120
into likely viral spike orientations, the invariant b-sandwich of the gp120
inner domain was superimposed. Likely clashes of V1/V2 in the superimposed
conformation with neighboring protomers close to the trimer axis are
highlighted in light blue.
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Antibody b13 bound gp120 similarly to anti-
body b12 (Fig. 1E). A rotation of only 17° would
superimpose the variable portions of these two
antibodies precisely (table S6). With b13, as
with b12, heavy chain–only recognition was
employed, with the central focus of the b13–
complementarity determining loops on the CD4-
binding loop of gp120 (Fig. 1F) (33). Despite this
overall similarity in antibody recognition, the 17°
difference in recognition moved the b13 epitope
6 Å toward the bridging-sheet region. This lead
to a 13 Å movement in strands b20 and b21 of
gp120. The b20–b21 movement was amplified
by a more dramatic alteration in the neighboring
b2–b3 strands, which twisted 152° from the
CD4-facing side to the “back”-side of gp120. As
the connection between strands b2 and b3 ex-
tends intoV1/V2, wewould expect such a change
to be even more pronounced in the context of a
full-length V1/V2 loop. Modeling the conse-
quences of the ligand-induced alteration on the
EM tomograms of the HIV-1 BaL isolate re-
vealed substantial clashes between equivalent
protomers around the trimer threefold to achieve
the expected positions of V1/V2 in the b13-
bound conformation (Fig. 2C) (34). Because the
precise conformation observed in the monomeric
crystal structure containing the flexible V1/V2
stem may not reflect solution or oligomeric
behavior, we tested binding for the panel of
CD4BS antibodies to an uncleaved form of the
ectodomain (gp140) appended to a trimerization
domain to confirm clash predictions (35). We did
this for two primary isolate-derived variants,
though because of avidity effects, we only
measured on-rates. CD4 and b12 showed on-

rates that were reduced four- to sixfold from
that of gp120, whereas all other CD4BS anti-
bodies showed more substantially reduced on
rates (tables S4 and S7). We also measured
binding to cell-surface viral spikes from the pri-
mary HIV-1 isolate JR-FL, in cleaved and un-
cleaved states, as the cell-surface cleaved state
more accurately mimics the functional viral spike
(36). CD4 and antibody b12 recognized cleaved
and uncleaved spikes with similar affinity, where-
as all other CD4BS antibodies showed markedly
reduced recognition of the cleaved state (fig. S4).
Thus, despite similarities in epitopes recognized
by F105 and b13 and those recognized by CD4
and b12 (Fig. 3 and fig. S3), small differences in
recognition induced [or selected (32)] more sub-
stantial differences in gp120 conformation. In
particular, both F105 and b13 recognized con-
formational shifts in the position of the V1/V2
stem, resulting in a V1/V2 orientation poorly com-
patiblewith the functional viral spike. As functional
viral spikes, which contain the properly formed
attachment site, are an immunogenic minority—
with monomeric gp120 and viral debris in vast
abundance—such conformational diversity begins
to explain why CD4BS antibodies are frequently
elicited but do not neutralize.

Our results reveal how induced conformation
can modify the recognition of a site that is itself
conformationally invariant. This mechanism rep-
resents a twist on that of conformational masking
(37), whereby the virus uses quaternary constraints
to resist conformational changes required for
exposure or formation of a particular antibody
epitope (and thereby resists binding of and
neutralization by that particular antibody). Con-

formational masking was previously shown for
epitopes like the CD4- and co-receptor–binding
sites on HIV-1, neither of which is fully formed
in the nascent viral spike, or the V3, which is not
accessible on most primary isolates. With the
initial site of CD4 attachment, however, the target
site is fully formed, reasonably accessible, and
conformationally inert. However, the bridging
sheet and V1/V2 loops detect and amplify any
recognition that strays outside the target site (Fig.
3 and fig. S3). Should an antibody stray, even by
just a few angstroms, then gp120 conformational
changes that are poorly compatible with the
functional viral spike become a constraining
factor for binding and neutralization.
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The Schizophrenia Susceptibility Gene
dysbindin Controls Synaptic Homeostasis
Dion K. Dickman and Graeme W. Davis*

The molecular mechanisms that achieve homeostatic stabilization of neural function remain largely
unknown. To better understand how neural function is stabilized during development and
throughout life, we used an electrophysiology-based forward genetic screen and assessed the
function of more than 250 neuronally expressed genes for a role in the homeostatic modulation of
synaptic transmission in Drosophila. This screen ruled out the involvement of numerous synaptic
proteins and identified a critical function for dysbindin, a gene linked to schizophrenia in humans.
We found that dysbindin is required presynaptically for the retrograde, homeostatic modulation of
neurotransmission, and functions in a dose-dependent manner downstream or independently of
calcium influx. Thus, dysbindin is essential for adaptive neural plasticity and may link altered
homeostatic signaling with a complex neurological disease.

At glutamatergic synapses of species as
varied as Drosophila and humans, dis-
ruption of postsynaptic neurotransmitter

receptor function can be precisely offset by an in-
crease in presynaptic neurotransmitter release to
homeostatically maintain normal postsynaptic ex-

citation (1–3). The Drosophila neuromuscular
junction (NMJ) is a glutamatergic synapse that is
used as a model for this form of homeostatic sig-
naling in the nervous system (1, 4, 5). Efficient
homeostatic modulation of presynaptic release at
theDrosophilaNMJ can occurwithin 10min after

bath application of philanthotoxin-433 (PhTx),
which persistently and specifically inhibits post-
synaptic glutamate receptors (fig. S1) (4).

We systematically screened for mutations that
block the rapid, PhTx-dependent induction of
synaptic homeostasis (Fig. 1). Mutations in 276
genes were screened electrophysiologically (see
supporting online text). For each mutant, we cal-
culated an average value for the amplitude of both
the spontaneous miniature excitatory junctional
potential (mEJP) and evoked excitatory junctional
potential (EJP) after treatment of the dissected
neuromuscular preparation with PhTx for 10 min
(4). We isolated 14 mutants with average EJP
amplitudes more than two standard deviations
smaller than the distribution mean (Fig. 1C, solid
red bars). From these candidates we identified
seven mutants that block synaptic homeostasis
without an obvious effect on NMJ morphology or
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